Helsinki Summit: Benevolence or Bellicosity?
Two Clinical Profiles
by

Barry Austin Goodfield, Ph.D., DABFM

Both individuals have the same personality type. One might expect profound
similarities in terms of their view of the world. One must keep in mind however,
that their world was not just thousands of miles apart during early formative years
but also significantly different in terms of culture, socioeconomic situations.
Childhood experiences and philosophies passed down by parents, grandparents,
siblings and friends help to imprint a child’s view of life or Weltanschauung.
Of course, environment, education, training as well as initial work situations all
constitute important variables not just in the personality development but also in
terms of values and strategies.
Obviously, Leningrad as it was called in those days, was significantly different then
the borough of Queens in New York City during the 50s and 60s.
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President Vladimir Putin (Known Facts)

On his website Pres. Putin describes his early childhood as normal. He was born in
Leningrad on October 7,1952. He says, “I come from an ordinary family, and this is
how I lived for a long time, nearly my whole life. I lived as an average, normal
person and I have always maintained that connection,”
His birth was preceded by the death of two brothers, Viktor and Albert, born in the
mid-1930s. Albert died in infancy and Viktor died of diphtheria during the Siege of
Leningrad in World War II. Putin's mother was a factory worker and his father
(1911-1999) was a conscript in the Soviet Navy, serving in the submarine fleet in
the early 1930s. Early in World War II, his father served in the destruction battalion
of the NKVD. Later, he was transferred to the regular army and was severely
wounded in 1942. Putin’s maternal grandmother was killed by the German
occupiers of Tver region in 1941, and his maternal uncles disappeared at the war
front.
Putin describes his mother Maria Shelomova (1911-1998), as kind and benevolent.
He reflects on home cooking and the general normal up bringing as he recalls it
saying, “We lived simply — cabbage soup, cutlets, pancakes, but on Sundays and
holidays my Mom would bake very delicious stuffed buns [pirozhki] with cabbage,
meat and rice, and curd tarts [vatrushki],”
“When World War I began, life in St. Petersburg became hard, people were
starving, so the entire family moved to Pominovo, a village in the Tver Region my
grandmother came from. Incidentally, my relatives still vacation in the house where
my grandparents lived. It was in Pominovo that my father met my mother, and they
got married at the age of 17”.
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After the war, the Putin family moved into a room in a communal apartment
[kommunalka], in a typical St Petersburg dwelling house on Baskov Lane. Vladimir
Putin recalls, “’It was a building with a well-like yard. Fifth floor. No elevator.
Before the war [World War II], my parents occupied half of the house in Peterhof
and were very proud of the living standards they had achieved then. It wasn’t really
much, but it seemed like an ultimate dream to them.”
In the 1950s, his father worked as a security guard and later as a foreman at the
carriage works.
In 1970, Vladimir Putin became a student of law department at Leningrad State
University, earning his degree in 1975. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Mr.Putin
studied at KGB school no.1 in Moscow.
Even before he finished school he wanted to work in intelligence. After graduating
from the University Putin was assigned to work in the state security agencies and
received his training to become a spy. For more information about his professional
life visit Vladimir Putins personal website http://eng.putin.kremlin.ru/bio.

Young KGB Putin (far left) spying on old President Reagan (far Right) on Red Square 1988
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Some who have had close contact with Putin have said this:
In July 2001 George Bush said he looked into Putin’s eyes and got a sense of his
soul. He later recanted that remark.
Colin Powell said of his response to Putin, “I looked at President Putin’s eyes and I
saw the KGB”.
January 23, 2014, former Defense Secretary Robert Gates said of Russian President
Vladimir Putin, "I had looked into Putin's eyes and I saw a stone cold killer.”
Truth like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder, but it is safe to say he is a dangerous
man, with a plan that will at some point impact us all. It is simple a matter of time.
PERSONAL LIFE
Putin met his wife Lyudmila Shkrebneva through a friend. After three years they got
married on July 28, 1983. They have two daughters Maria and Katerina. According
to their mother, Lyudmila, Mr Putin loves his daughters very much. “Not all fathers
are as loving with their children as he is. And he has always spoiled them, while I
was the one who had to discipline them,” she says. In 2013 they divorced.

President Donald J. Trump
Donald J. Trump is the son of Mary Anne MacLeod (1912-2000) and Frederick
Christ Trump (1905-1999). His mother was a Scottish immigrant, born on the Isle of
Lewis, off the West coast of Scotland.
Fred Trump Sr., an American real estate developer, primarily in New York City.
Trump's paternal grandparents were German immigrants; Trump's grandfather,
Friedrich Drumpf, was a successful Klondike Gold Rush restaurateur who
anglicized the family name.
Donald John Trump was born on June 14, 1946, in Queens, New York City, the
fourth of five children. Trump grew up in Jamaica, Queens, and attended the KewForest School from kindergarten through seventh grade. At age 13, he was enrolled
in the New York Military Academy, a private boarding school, after his parents
discovered that he had made frequent trips into Manhattan without their
permission. Trump participated in marching drills and wore a uniform, attaining the
rank of "cadet captain" in his senior year.

Robert, Elizabeth, Frederick jr., Donald and Maryanne
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In 1964, Trump enrolled at Fordham University. After two years, he transferred to
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. While at Wharton, he
worked at the family business, Elizabeth Trump & Son. He graduated in May 1968
with a Bachelor of Science in economics.
Trump began his career at his father's real estate company, Elizabeth Trump and
Son. In 1971, Trump moved to Manhattan and became involved in larger building
projects and used attractive architectural design to win public recognition. He later
created The Trump Organization. Beyond his traditional ventures in real estate,
hospitality, and entertainment industries, Trump has established the Trump name
and brand in other industries and products with mixed success.
The Trump Organization operates many golf courses and resorts in the United
States and around the world.
For more information https://www.trump.com/ and https://www.donaldjtrump.com/
about/
PERSONAL LIFE
Trump has five children by three marriages, as well as nine grandchildren. His first
two marriages ended in widely publicized divorces.
In 2005, Trump married his third wife, Slovenian model Melania Knauss. In 2006,
Melania became a United States citizen and gave birth to a son, Barron. Melania
became First Lady when Trump's became President in January 2017.
Upon his inauguration as President, Trump delegated the management of his real
estate business to his two adult sons, Eric and Don, Jr. His daughter Ivanka resigned
from The Trump Organization and moved to Washington, D.C. with her husband
Jared Kushner. She serves as an assistant to the President, and he is a Senior Advisor
in the White House.

Trump and his wife Melania at the Liberty Ball on Inauguration Day
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The Goodfield Method™
The Goodfield Method™ has 12 Personality Types based on the Non-Verbal Leak
(NVL).
What is a Non-Verbal Leak?
The NVL is a repetitive, patterned movement from the shoulders
up, reflecting an unresolved perceived trauma and manifesting
an Old Decision or Strategy from the past. It is a way of looking
at the strategies that the individual presents in his total
nonverbal behavior.

Non-Verbal Leak provides insight to:
•

The core aspects of the early programming

•

The basis of personality formation

•

An observable tool to decode past trauma

•

Read the earlier unconscious database

•

Profile the Personality Type

•

Infer the basic response to major events

•

Predict what will happen

As I mentioned earlier both Presidents have the same Goodfield Personality Type.
General characteristics of Goodfield Personality Type 2.3 “The Pouncer”
• Major signs of distrust, particular difficulty trusting women
• Presents himself in an arrogant way
• He has the image of a winner who does not care how he wins
• He presents himself as a man who is dangerous
• His humor is cynical and ironic when he shows it
• He is a good man to have on your side in tough times
• He is a man with power
• He does not suffer fools well
• He is a tough player in major decision-making situations
• He laughs off (denies) deep emotional feelings
• When it comes to games, people are players on his chessboard, never theirs
• If you are “in” with Putin, you are really “in”, as much as anybody is
• He is often found at the center of controversial political policy decisions
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• He enjoys being at the center of the fray when action is required
• He is a man who gives generously to prove to others he cares
• He sees himself as a larger than life figure and works at that impression
What needs to be considered is the impact of his personality type and behavior
regarding critical emotional issues. The following will provide a picture of President
Putin and President Trump conscious and unconscious reasoning in these areas.
Eleven unconscious factors of President Putin
1. Aggression style

Calculated Emotional Response (CER)
(He plans then pounces)

2. General impression given

Ruthless and charming
(A merciless smile behind a PSM: Soviet
pistol with a mmGraz Burya)

3. Ego strength

Strong and rigid

4. Ability to handle stress

Strong internalization then physical action

5. Leadership style

Authoritarian
(He knows and does not want a discussion)

6. Trustworthiness

Limited Trust of others
(Openness = Weakness)

7. Trusting of others

Conditional but basically trusts no one

8. Styles of personal contact

Object form relationships
(Based solely on his needs)

9. Giver / Taker style

He can give generously, but always with a
hidden agenda
(He is a taker who enjoys taking)
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10. Health risks

He prides himself as being a healthy actionoriented person
(The internalized stress and life style could
result in Myocardial Infarction)

11. Psychological presence

He is a person who is 100% present
(His distrust of most everybody and everything
keeps him alert)

Eleven unconscious factors of President Trump
1. Aggression style

Calculated Emotional Response
(Initial venting his hostility then more
decisively later)

2. General impression given

Friendly, bombastic and overwhelming

3. Ego strength

Strong and arrogant

4. Ability to handle stress

Initial denial, projects blame, reconciles
later actions

5. Leadership style

Dominant and two-valued

6.Trustworthy

His word is his bond. Family and inner circle
100%, others must earn it

7. Trusting of others

Conditional basically few, very few people

8. Styles of personal contact

Outgoing, charming, expansive, friendly

9. Giver / Taker style

Giver who enjoys grandiose giving

10.Health risks

A lifetime of abstinence from tobacco and
alcohol – Excellent health for a man of his
years of age. DOB: 6-14-46
Chronic stress associated with the job &
some obesity increase risk Myocardial Infarct
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11.Psychological presence

Always 100%

Both individuals although fitting the same personality type as defined by The
Goodfield Method™, can and do have a variation in the presentation of their
responses while both holding similar psychological perceptions of the world
around them.
Such factors as education, family background and family history are all important
factors in their views values and upbringing. These variations are critical when
assessing and predicting behavioral responses to fundamental emotional
considerations and relationships with others. Hence, the variations in responses on
both conscious and unconscious levels reflect this uniqueness and variation.
This is not presented with the notion of one is right and the other is wrong, it is
simply a representation of the impact of these different variables on their
perceptions of values that have been critical in their family history, upbringing and
later response towards the world around them.

Discussion
In a summit conference these two individuals who have already met and have sized
each other up will still have deeper unconscious reactions to one another. What
impact will their unconscious thinking have on the upcoming negotiations?
Will the hot button issues like the ongoing investigation into Russia’s interference
into US election, the Ukraine, Crimea and Syria assuaged by warm friendship with
his Russian counterpart? All of these issues and more will trigger both conscious
and unconscious considerations.
Unconscious factors in the July 16, 2018 Helsinki Summit
Power: There is a mutual respect based on recognition of the use of power. The ego
strength virtually guarantees that both men will test each other in a hard and direct
manner. These clashes will serve as an affirmation of their past perceptions of each
other moreover, it will form the strategic base for future interactions in times of
conflict. They will also make public remarks about that testing.
Neither of these men suffers fools well. They expect and demand, compliance,
cooperation or at least, conciliation from all with whom they intermingle.
Trust: President Putin may not say, doveryay, no proveryay or (доверяй, но
проверяй) “trust but verify” but he like President Trump, radiate that distrust and
skepticism when dealing with potential of problematic people across the
negotiation table.
Compromise: After a certain amount of psychological arm wrestling both men will
settle down to their agenda and their wish list. Both men see each other as
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opponents and respect each other on that level, a feeling something President Putin
did not share about former President Obama.
Respect: Each man in his own way is and always was a power broker. The degree to
which they were successful in their own self-perception, forms the basis for a
special kind of respect. For example the kind Churchill expressed towards Rommel
on January 27,1942 when he, to the dismay of his colleagues in the House of
Commons said, ”We have a very daring and skillful opponent against us, and, may
I say across the havoc of war, a great General."
There is some public disdain towards Pres. Trump for some of his positives remarks
about a man who is brutal towards those who oppose him and his policies.
Aggression: Both men have a great deal of repressed anger in themselves. The issue
is to manage those feelings in a negotiation setting. Putin will be more than likely, a
little more successful in this respect due to the fact that his training as a spy
implicitly suggests a greater level of emotional control over what he really feels.
President Trump although a master negotiator is more likely to use a direct
expression of what he really feels as part of his psychological tools box in a critical
negotiation process.
What would be foolish however, is to believe that strong feelings are anything more
then tactical tools to achieve their stated objectives. At this point in their lives they
are both at the top of their game with access do the power to achieve their
objectives.
For President Trump his pinnacle of success namely, the presidency of the United
States brings with it a cornucopia of issues. Before becoming the President of the
United Stated of America he was a businessman and president of his own company.
His decisions were final.
He faces now the fact that his decisions although critical are subject to debate by
others serving in his cabinet. As leader of the Executive branch he must also answer
to the legislative and the judicial authorities that as of late, have been less than
cooperative in terms of his objectives as a leader of the free world.
Pres. Putin does not have anything like this at all with the Dumas that basically are
a rubber stamp for his political aspirations granting him more freedom and carte
blanche in his Stalinists political climate.

Final thoughts
Helsinki will be an important test for each leader particularly in their own country.
Both men will have something they will be willing to enter into the negotiation.
Clearly the Syrian issue is one of the most complex and protracted problems facing
the United States and NATO. President Putin will not broker the Black Sea or the
Crimea as he feels it is rightly something that Russia and the Russian-speaking
people there will not negotiate.
Whatever becomes the linchpin in Helsinki that will allow both men to walk away
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Russia’s economy is in tatters as the American economy blossoms more than it has
in many years. This fact is not lost on either of these Titans. Here is where the
United States holds the strongest cards and they are in the hands of a person who is
highly experienced at tough financial negotiations. This fact will not be lost on
Russia’s new dictator.
Like the recent Summit conference with Kim Jong-Un, both men need to look
victorious on the international stage. Helsinki can add more than likely provide that
opportunity for them to demonstrate their position and power to the people waiting
breathlessly at home. The world waits—time will tell.
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